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Introduction:
Sands & Associates’ 2012 BC Consumer Debt Study is an annual study profiling trends
and key information regarding the consumer debt levels of British Columbians, specifically
focused on markets throughout Vancouver and the Fraser Valley. The 2012 BC Consumer
Debt Study is the only B.C.-specific study to survey nearly 7,000 debtors from the area and
analyze key findings regarding debt levels, causes of insolvency and financial outlook after
filing bankruptcy or a consumer proposal with Sands & Associates. The first annual study
took place in October 2012, and is intended to run annually.
A full summary of Sands & Associates services and locations can be found at
www.sands-trustee.com

1. Demographics:

Age OF RESPONDENTS

The 2012 BC Consumer Debt Study showed that individuals between the ages of 40-54 comprised
the largest proportion of consumer proposal or bankruptcy filings, followed by the 25-39 year age
group. In contract, 18-24 year olds comprised less than 1% of total filings, presenting an opportunity
to continue financial education of the young as a preventative measure. Of those surveyed,
males and females were evenly split, with males making up 50.9 percent of respondents in
debt and women 49.1 percent.
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2. DeBT HISTORY:
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How much debt did BC consumers have before
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WHAT DID RESPONDENTS TRY
BEFORE COMING TO SANDS & ASSOCIATES?
Of those with unmanageable debt-loads, the largest proportion held between $25,000 to $49,000,
and a smaller, but substantial percentage (26.6 percent) held between $50,000 to $99,000.
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How much debt did BC consumers have before
they filed for bankruptcy or made a consumer proposal?
The main contributors to extreme debt loads? 44.5 percent reported an overextension
of credit, financial mismanagement and unexpected expenses as the leading cause of
financial distress. Job-related issues, such as unemployment or a reduction in pay ranked
as key contributors to unmanageable debt, followed by marital or relationship breakdown.
It is interesting to note is that less than 1 percent of respondents reported mortgage
overextension as a major contributor to financial insolvency, a stark contrast to the recent
phenomenon of mortgage issues in the United States.
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3. Sentiment:
All debtors profiled in this survey sought help with Sands & Associates, B.C.’s largest firm
of licensed Trustees and Proposal Adminstrators. Prior to their experience with Sands &
Associates, a staggering 87.9 percent of people did not have a positive outlook on their
financial future. After filing for bankruptcy or filing a consumer proposal, 80.3 percent
reported that they now have a positive outlook on their finances and believe their financial
future looks bright and stress free.
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4. Solutions:
Of the B.C. debtors surveyed, 79.5 percent filed bankruptcy while only 20.5 percent filed
a consumer proposal, demonstrating there is much more room for education around
consumer proposals as an option for financial aid. When it came to seeking third-party
assistance, it was most common, at 39.8 percent, for respondents to first hear about their
financial options from a friend or family member – even furthering the appeal for additional
education and assistance around identifying financial red flags and informing individuals of
their options. Well informed consumers could avoid years of struggle by seeking help earlier
and preventing debt loads from reaching a level that requires filing bankruptcy.
Additionally, on a ‘per capita’ basis in comparison to the rest of Canada, BC consumers
generally file consumer proposals at less than 60% the rate of Ontarians and nearly 20%
below the Canadian average, furthering demonstrating that BC consumers are less informed
when it comes to debt solutions.
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5. Conclusion:
The results of the 2012 BC Consumer Debt Study show that an equal number of males and
females and those between the ages 40-54 hold the largest proportion of high debt loads in
B.C. – with typical debt loads reaching between $25,000 to $49,000. Most accumulated this
debt due to overextension of credit or unexpected expenses and attempted to remedy their
situation on their own before seeking help from a licensed Trustee. Prior to seeking help,
the common sentiment amongst this majority was that they would never be debt-free.
However, with the help from a licensed Trustee, the majority fekt they now had a bright
financial future, free from the stress of debt.
One of the major findings from the 2012 BC Consumer Debt Study is that a high percentage
polled, 79.5 percent, filed bankruptcy. From this, it can be deduced that increased public
education around financial management, how to identify financial red flags that could lead
to uncontrollable debt and increased awareness on Consumer Proposals as an option of
debt relief, would be beneficial. Consumer Proposals are an effective, less severe alternative
to bankruptcy. However, financial problems need to be identified before becoming completely
unmanageable for one to qualify. Through continued education of the public, specifically the
younger demographics, we should see a decrease in the proportion of bankruptcies versus
consumer proposals in the future and an improvement in the overall financial health of the
B.C. consumer.
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SaNDS & ASSOCIATES OFFICES
Vancouver
#1370 - 1100 Melville St.
Vancouver, BC
V6E 4A6
Tel: 604-684-3030
Fax: 604-684-7277

Richmond
Contact:
Tracey Lowe
Cindy Wallas

Burnaby
Metrotower II
Suite 2600 - 4720
Kingsway
Burnaby, BC, V5H 4N2
Tel: 604-451-5799
Fax: 604-451-9636

Contact:
Darlene Mullen
Tracey Lowe

Contact:
Blair Mantin
Janice Dizon
Dana Timko
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#203, 10366 - 136A St.
Surrey, BC
V3T 5R3
Tel: 604-583-5499
Fax: 604-583-0797

Contact:
Deane Gurney
Kimberly To
Susan Newbury
Kristine Medeiros

#209 – 2099
Lougheed Hwy.
Shaughnessy Square
Port Coquitlam, BC
V3B 1A8
Tel: 604-945-5799
Fax: 604-539-0201

Contact:
Blair Mantin
Sandra Soroka

Chilliwack
Contact:
Geoff Orrell
Karen Wright
Terry Sharp

White Rock
#202, 15388 – 24th Ave.
South Surrey, BC
V4A 2J2
Tel: 604-864-5799

Contact:
Kimberly To
Kristine Medeiros

Tri-cities

Abbotsford
#316 – 31935 South
Fraser Way
Abbotsford, BC
V2T 1V5
Tel: 604-864-5799
Fax: 604-864-5797

#926 - 6081 No. 3 Rd.
Richmond, BC
V2Y 2B2
Tel: 604-303-8732
Fax: 604-583-0797

Surrey

Langley
#205, 20651 – 56th Ave.
Langley, BC
V3A 3Y9
Tel: 604-539-0200
Fax: 604-539-0201

FREE CONSULTATIONS

#211 – 45480
Luckakuck Way
Chilliwack, BC
V2R 2X5
Tel: 604-824-5794
Fax: 604-864-5790

Contact:
Geoff Orrell
Sheila Smelt
Terry Sharp

Maple Ridge
Contact:
Cindy Wallas

#200, 11830 – 223rd St.
Maple Ridge, BC
V2X 5Y1
Tel: 604-463-9599
Fax: 604-539-0201

Contact:
Blair Mantin
Marlene Byrne
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